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Non Volatility Statement 
ICE Peripheral Interface Card (PIC) 

ICE-PIC6 
Volatility of Onboard Memory  

The Series-6 ICEPIC (ICE-PIC6, ICEPIC6-S, and ICE-PIC6-L) cards use two memory 
chips.  These two memory chips lose their content when power is removed for 24 Hours.   

Procedure: Remove from AC power for 24 hours. 

 
Non-Volatile EEPROM  

The Series-6 ICEPIC (ICE-PIC6, ICEPIC6-S, and ICE-PIC6-L) cards use a user 
accessible EEPROM.  
 

The user accessible EEPROM is reprogrammable. This user accessible EEPROM 
allows users to upgrade the PCI interface on the ICEPIC6 card using ICE provided libraries and 
software. 

   To insure the user EEPROM contains only the content from ICE a 32-bit CRC checksum  
is calculated on the entire content.   A procedure is provided to read-back the user accessible 
EEPROM content and calculate its 32-bit CRC.  This 32-bit CRC is then checked against the 
32-bit CRC signatures below for a match. 

  The current baseline 32-bit CRCs for Series-6 ICEPIC (ICE-PIC6, ICEPIC6-S, and ICE-
PIC6-L) cards are:  

Current Baseline EEPROM Signatures   

ICE-PIC6:  
LoadFlash for ICEPIC6_SS   CRC32=0xa6c5d59f 

LoadFlash for ICEPIC6_DD   CRC32=0x52bcec8e 

LoadFlash for ICEPIC6_HH   CRC32=0x8d4be3cf 

LoadFlash for ICEPIC6_RR   CRC32=0x21a82570 

LoadFlash for ICEPIC6_SH   CRC32=0xf66e9d07 

LoadFlash for ICEPIC6_DH   CRC32=0x93286e35 

LoadFlash for ICEPIC6_HHV  CRC32=0x17caf934 

LoadFlash for ICEPIC6_HHTQ CRC32=0x107aeedc 

 
The above CRC32 signatures are also published on our website 
http://wiki.ice-online.com/wiki/ICE_Help_RELEASE#NONVOLATILE_-_Non-
Volatile_EEPROM_Signatures_for_Series-5.2F6.2F7_Cards 

 



 
Procedure: To match the CRC32 checksum on the card to the CRC32 checksum 

listed here for the PIC the following procedure is used:  
 

To read back the CRC from the PIC card, run the following while inside of the NeXt-
Midas shell. 
      Type “nms” to initialize NeXt-Midas.  

Type “nm” to enter the NeXt-Midas shell. 
Type picd checkflash pic1   to read the flash and produce the CRC32 checksum 

 Match the checksum with the signature. 
 
--- Begin Example--- 
nM> picd checkflash pic1 

Unloading SPI FLASH - 11443568 bytes 

......................................................................

......................................................................

................................... done 

Flash ChkSum = 0x8D4BE3CF 

nM>  

--- End Example--- 
 
Checking ICEPIC CRC32 Checksums if NeXt-Midas is not installed 
  

To read back the CRC32 checksum from the PIC card directly from the 
command prompt accomplish the following: 
 
On the server with the ICEPIC installed, change directories to the “test” directory. 
 
Changing directories to the “test” is accomplished as follows:   
      
cd /$ICEROOT/test 

or 

cd /midas/opt/icexxx/test/   legacy location 

Or 

cd /opt/ice/pkg/icexxx/test   current location 

 
Execute the command  “./build.lnx”  to build the software “test” executable 
 
--- Begin Example--- 
|user@icetest| ./build.lnx 

Making libraries icelib.o, libice.so, and libice.a in /midas/opt/icexxx/lib 

Building executable ice from ice.c 

Building executable icenet from icenet.c 

Building executable test from test.c 

Building executable testsnt from testsnt.c 

Building executable example from example.c 

Building executable fatsnt from fatsnt.c 

|user@icetest| 

--- End Example--- 



 
ICEPIC cards are device designated beginning at zero (0). To read the CRC32 
checksum from the command prompt with only one ICEPIC card use the following 
command: 
 

$ICEROOT/test/test pic 0 checkflash 
 
--- Begin Example--- 
|xmidas@icetest| $ICEROOT/test/test pic 0 checkflash 

Starting ICE test=checkflash on 

dev=ICEPIC,DEVNO=0,NONE,IOM=NONE,MUXCLK=I, with flags=NONE 

Unloading SPI FLASH - 11443568 bytes 

......................................................................

......................................................................

................................... done 

Finished test status=0x8D4BE3CF 

|xmidas@icetest| 

--- End Example--- 
 

If an additional ICEPIC card is installed in the server you can run the following 
command : 
 

$ICEROOT/test/test pic 1 checkflash 
 
--- Begin Example--- 
|xmidas@icetest| $ICEROOT/test/test pic 1 checkflash 

Starting ICE test=checkflash on 

dev=ICEPIC,DEVNO=0,NONE,IOM=NONE,MUXCLK=I, with flags=NONE 

Unloading SPI FLASH - 11443568 bytes 

......................................................................

......................................................................

................................... done 

Finished test status=0x8D4BE3CF 

|xmidas@icetest| 

 
If additional ICEPIC cards are installed in the server you can increase number following 
pic in the command to read back each CRC32 checksum: 
 

$ICEROOT/test/test pic 2 checkflash 

There are no other non-volatile devices on the ICEPIC6 card. 

 

 

 


